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The Citi Foundation
is the bank’s vehicle for global philanthropy,
supporting programs that foster economic
empowerment for those in need in the
communities we serve.

Microfinance and
Microenterprise
To help individuals and families
improve their lives through
economic self-sufficiency and
reduce financial vulnerability

In Russia, we fulfill this mission by

providing grant support
for programs aligned
with our strategic
funding priorities.

Small and Growing Businesses

These programs also promote collaboration,
engage our employees, and demonstrate impact
and positive results.

Quality Educational
Opportunities

This “more-thanphilanthropy” approach
supports innovation and opportunities
to leverage our expertise and make
a real difference.

To create employment
opportunities and support broadbased economic growth

To prepare young people for
personal and professional success

2009 Citi Foundation
Global Highlights
Total 2009 global
Citi Foundation giving was

$65,800,000
Citi Foundation
grants were made in

88 Countries
and territories

Financial Capability and Asset
Building
To help individuals and families
gain the knowledge and ongoing
support they need to achieve their
financial goals

2009 Citi Russia
Highlights
Total 2009 Citi and Citi Foundation
giving in Russia was

$1,393,500
Microentrepreneurship
and Microfinance: $422,000
Small and Growing Businesses: $149,000
Education: $262,000
Financial Capability and Asset Building:
$560,000

$3,000,000
invested in 16 programs over the past three years

“Making a positive contribution to the communities where we
live and work is both an opportunity and an obligation for Citi in
Russia. We focus our efforts where our expertise can directly
benefit the Russian people. With the help of our partners and
by relying on Citi’s global capabilities, we intend to continue
to expand our important work in financial literacy, education,
microfinance and microentrepreneurship in the future.”
— Zdenek Turek, President, ZAO Citibank
Head of Citi Russia and CIS

Strengthening
Microfinance Institutions
Citi works with a wide range of
microfinance networks and institutions
(MFIs) to help them to better offer
financial services to clients outside the
reach of traditional financial institutions.
Despite the tremendous growth of the
microfinance sector in Russia in recent
years, the supply of capital remains five
times lower than the demand.

OUR GOAL IS TO
BUILD THE CAPACITY,
PROFESSIONALISM
AND COMPETENCE
OF MICROFINANCE
INSTITUTIONS
THROUGHOUT RUSSIA.

Citi's Microfinance Capacity
Building Program:

Trained 174 MFI
representatives
on microfinance lending
Benchmarked and rated
Russian microfinance
institutions that serve
the needs of more than

150,000 clients

Citi Microentrepreneurship

Awards 2009
Citi, together with the Russian Microfinance Center,
organized the fifth annual Citi Microentrepreneurship
Awards to highlight and honor those active in microfinance
and microenterprise in Russia. This awards ceremony
is part of Citi’s global program paying tribute to small
business achievements in 28 countries.
The initiative, first launched in 2005 as part of Citi’s
participation in the United Nation’s Year of Microcredit,
is designed to raise awareness of the vital impact
of microfinance and microenterprise in helping
entrepreneurs and underserved individuals become
economically self-sufficient worldwide.
More than 120 outstanding entrepreneurs from across
Russia submitted applications to this year’s competition.
While all were extremely worthy of recognition and
acknowledgement, a panel of independent industry
experts selected two winners:
Best Entrepreneur 2009: Konstantin Perestoronin
Konstantin was always green-fingered. He started growing
green onions in 2001 as soon as he graduated. But his

business in the Kirov Region really took off when he
developed an innovative method of growing green onions
year-round in greenhouses with direct sunlight.
He now markets his fresh green onions in 100g packages
“directly from the patch to the residents of Vyatka” and
enjoys strong demand not only in his home region, but
also among residents of Moscow, Nizhniy Novgorod,
Ryazan and Yaroslavl.
Best Employer 2009: Nadezhda Kotelevskaya
In 1992, Nadezhda decided to become an entrepreneur.
She started baking pies and selling them at the bus station
in the village of Shkotovo in the Primorski Region. As her
business grew gradually, she registered as an individual
entrepreneur in 2000 and bought an unfinished building in
Shkotovo. She secured a loan to purchase equipment and
to complete construction of a bakery.
In 2009, Nadezhda registered her enterprise, OOO SMAK,
and began hiring employees for her expanded operations.
A business that started in her kitchen is now providing
‘bread and butter’ for more than 10 employees.
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Aleksei Savatugin, Deputy Minister of Finance, with Nadezhda
Kotelevskaya, winner of 'Best Employer 2009' at Citi
Microentrepreneurship Awards 2009

Dr. Mohammad Yunus, Nobel laureate, at a Citi press conference in Moscow

Citi efforts in promotion of Microfinance:
Dr. Mohammad Yunus,
Father of Modern Microfinance

Research: a portrait of small and
medium-size business owners

To raise awareness of best international practices in
microfinance, Citi Russia and the Russian Microfinance
Centre organized an exclusive press conference with
Dr. Mohammad Yunus, founder of Bangladesh’s Grameen
Bank, Nobel Laureate, and father of modern microfinance.

Citi Russia and the Russian Microfinance Center conducted
joint research on mass affluent Russian small and mediumsize business owners in Q3, 2009. The research showed
that despite the crisis, entrepreneurs believe there are
opportunities for development.

In 1974 in Bangladesh the young economist discovered
that a small loan could make a vast difference to a poor
person’s life. A small loan not only saves people from
hunger, it also puts them on a path towards economic
sustainability. He started to make loans to poor women
in rural areas. Dr. Yunus continued dispersing microloans
and, in 1983, he formed Grameen Bank (meaning ‘village
bank’) founded on the principles of trust and solidarity.
“Our bank works in villages. We developed a bank for
poor people, and then they became our shareholders.” In
2006 he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for “efforts
to create economic and social development from below.”

The project’s objective was to identify the correlation
between the personality of the business owner and their
business, as well as to promote small business itself. It
sought to find out why some entrepreneurs achieved
greater success than others when operating in the same
economic environment. We believe that these recommendations could be useful for new entrepreneurs, particularly young people.
The results of the research were reported in more then
50 media outlets, and thus promoted the important role
of small business in the country’s economy.

Promoting
Financial Capability
and Asset Building
In 2009, Citi:
2009 Highlights
Russia’s rapid economic development
and the most recent global financial
crisis both underscore the importance
of ensuring that Russian families and
young adults are properly trained
and educated in personal finance,
from planning a family budget to
understanding complex financial
instruments.
Citi is pioneering financial literacy
in Russia and is working with our
partners to develop and implement
financial education programs for
young adults, women entrepreneurs
and low-income families.

Received special
recognition for our impact in
improving financial literacy in Russia
from Vladimir Milovidov, Head of the
Federal Service for Financial Markets,
as part of a national program
“Financial culture and the safety
of Russian citizens”

Launched a financial
capability and asset
building program at
five universities in Russia with the
New Economic School, a graduate
economic university in Moscow

Financial Literacy Survey
In 2008 and 2009, Citi conducted a survey of high school and university students to assess their
financial literacy. Overall, the survey found that Russian
knowledge
ssian students have relatively little know
knowledg
ge
on issues relating to personal finance. Those with more understanding still expressed an
interest
n inte
interes
st in
learning more. Some of the survey's key findings were:
ere:

•

One in three students has a debitt card

•

One in four has a credit card

•

Less than half said that they
compare conditions of financial
products and services before
making financial decisions.

•

Less than half said that they keep
p
track of their personal finances
and plan budgets

•

The majority does not understand
d their
ncial
responsibilities for personal financial
management

Financial Education
The results of the Financial Literacy Survey were
the catalyst for Citi and the New Economic School
(NES) to launch a new financial literacy program at
five regional universities in 2009: Volgograd State
Technical University, Rostov State Economic University,
Ural State Technical University, Nizhny Novgorod
Lobachevsky State University, and Samara State
Technical University. The course consists of 12 seminars
and six in-depth classroom lessons.

As part of this program, the New Economic School
produced a new university-level textbook on personal
finance, covering topics ranging from developing a
personal budget to effectively using financial instruments
and cash management. A similar book for high school
students will be launched in 2010.
Through this program, more than 5,000 university
students and 3,000 school children will pass a special
course on financial literacy.

“The most recent global financial crisis has shown that financial literacy
is not only a personal matter for every investor or borrower, but it is
also good for society. Improving financial literacy among the Russian
population is part of the mission of NES. We are fortunate and honored to
join forces with Citi in this challenging, but important cause.”
— Sergey Guriev, Rector, New Economic School

Citi Lectures
Citi actively promotes the professional development of
young specialists in the banking and financial sectors —
investing not only money, but also our time and expertise
through a special series of lectures with Russia’s leading
economic graduate institutions. In partnership with the
New Economic School (NES) in Moscow and the Graduate
School of Management (GSOM) in St. Petersburg, Citi has
continued our tradition of organizing Citi guest lectures on
economics and finance.

Among the Citi speakers in 2009 were:

•
•
•
•
•

Vikram Pandit, CEO at GSOM
Brian Leach, Chief Risk Officer at NES
Zdenek Turek, CCO at GSOM
Alberto Verme, CEO CEE at the Financial
Academy
Nataly Nikolaeva, Head of Government
Affairs at GSOM

Citi helps to underwrite the financial literacy web portal 'ABCs of Finance'
to help people of any age and income independently improve their financial
literacy. The site provides free online advice from independent financial
advisers and a directory of seminars and other resources on financial
education in Russian cities and regions. The initiative serves as an example
of successful coordination between businesses, governmental organizations
and educational institutions to offer all citizens access to knowledge for
their financial empowerment.

Helping
Community Programs
Citi Internship Program
The aim of the program is to support and
develop non-profit organizations and local
communities by getting students to take part
in their activities. Citi and the Focus-Media
Foundation completed the third year of a
program encouraging students to become
involved in non-profit organizations.
The program also helps students to
develop their skills and creative talents by
developing their own projects for non-profit
organizations.

In the past three years, more
than 1,000 students have
been taught how to run a
charitable project.

The program was
implemented in St. Petersburg,
Yekaterinburg and Nizhny Novgorod
More than 50 non-profit organizations
participated in the program
243 students learned social project
management and the 56 best students
received additional training
227 students worked as interns at 44
local non-profit organizations
More than 285 students completed a
correspondence course on social project
management
64 short-term projects were developed
by the students, and 30 of these were
implemented during the internship period

Microentrepreneurship
The 'Changing life for the better' program was
implemented in partnership with the Fund for
Sustainable Development, through a Citi Foundation
grant, to support micro-entrepreneurs in the small
towns of Nevyansk and Gorodets. 150 people took the
'Start Your Own Business' training in the program’s
first year, resulting in the creation of 35 new jobs.
The best business plans received start-up grants.
Svetlana Umetskaya received a grant to create a
hobby center to restore Ural frescos. Andrei Rogozin
used his grant to buy wood-work tools so that he
could run masterclasses for local young people.
Local craftsmen ran master-classes on folk crafts for
tourists and children at the 'Town of Artisans' tourist
center, using workshop equipment purchased
through a grant from Citi.
'Town of Artisans' center

Andrei Rogozin holds a master class on
manufacturing wooden houses and banyas

A master class for unemployed residents at the new
local hobby center

Supporting
Volunteering
2009 Highlights
Citi encourages our employees to share
their time, talent and resources with nonprofit organizations, thus making a positive
impact on the communities they serve.

Local Charities
Citi volunteers lend their time and
efforts to charitable organizations
throughout the year. Citi Russia
employees volunteer for a wide
range of charities including
Kolychev Boarding School, the
Gentle Beast Animal Shelter,
Ramenskii House of Veterans, the
Creation Charity Foundation in
Moscow, the Children in Danger
Social Refuge for Abused Children,
and a boarding school in St.
Petersburg, amongst others.

Global
Community Day
Citi's fourth annual Global Community Day was
held on Saturday November 7, 2009, and saw
thousands of Citi employees and local community
organizations come together to make a difference in
the communities where we live and work.
Citi volunteers participating in Global Community Day
selected the projects and organizations they wanted
to assist and formed teams for developing programs
and budgets.
Our volunteers in Moscow chose to work with the
elderly in nursing homes, with special needs children
at orphanages, boarding schools and correctional
institutions, and at animal shelters. In Ufa
(Bashkortostan, Russia) and Almaty (Kazakhstan),
Citi employees launched the 'Green Street' initiative
by planting trees in parks with the help of children
from orphanages.
In Volgograd, volunteers organized equine-assisted
therapy for children at the Stirrup Rehabilitation
Center and Ranch. Charity events were also held in St.
Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Samara, Nizhny Novgorod,
Rostov-on-Don, Ryazan, Novosibirsk and Kazan.

In Russia and the CIS,
450 Citi volunteers joined
with more than 40,000
of our associates in 90
countries to participate in
the fourth annual Global
Community Day.
In 2009, Citi Russia employees
organized more than 30
charitable activities and
devoted more than 3,000
hours to volunteer work.
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